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Why choose us?

Materials Finishes Modular
Price/

Quality

All our

furniture are

made in

plywood

HPL laminate.

Plywood

HPL

Module parts are cut

by Numerical Control,

they carry rubber and 

PVC edges.

Rubber

PVC

The kit is composed

by removable 

modules which

make easier 

mounting

Easy

Mounting

We do not look for the

best prices but

the best quality.

Invest in your passion.

Fiability

Durability



Citroen Berlingo, Peugeot Rifter, Opel Combo, Transit Connect, Dacia Dokker, VW Caddy, Nissan NV 200,Proace

Basic camper kit ideal for 

those who need a lot of space 

to store things.

Removable trunks, with top

opening and folding front 

cover.

Collected messures:

115 x 80 x 37cm (width x 

lenght x hight)

Bed mode measurements:

115 x 180 x 37cm (width x 

lenght x hight).

One person can mount the kit 

without any help.

Description

HPL plywood base with channels 

forthe drawer inserts.

Base with 2 modules

With front and top opening..

2 Trunks

Detachable table with stainless 

opening and steel support and 

bases.      

Detachable table

It´s main advantage is the easy

disassembly to leave at home if 

not use the kit for sleeping.

Drop-down bed base.

We shipping to all Europe, palletized with tracking 

number.

Shipping to all Europe ( *Optional )

– 1 1 € 1% - 10€



Citroen Berlingo, Peugeot Rifter, Opel Combo, Transit Connect, Dacia Dokker, VW Caddy, Nissan NV 200, Toyota Proace

https://youtu.be/KrOA1idJyw8

You can watch the video here:

Complete camper kit with measures equal to the basic one, which 

incorporates 2 removable drawers where you can add different extra 

accessories and 2 folding tables. 

Description

HPL plywood base with channels 

forthe drawer inserts.

Base with 2 modules

With front and top opening.

2 Trunks

Interchangeable drawers with space

for storage.

Removable drawers

2 folding tables with easy folding 

bracket system.       

Folding tables

It´s main advantage is the easy

disassembly to leave at home if 

not use the kit for sleeping.

Drop-down bed base.

Detachable table with stainless 

opening and steel support and 

bases.      

Detachable table

Shipping to all Europe, palletized with tracking number. 
Shipping to all Europe ( *Optional )

– 1 1€ 1% - 1€

https://youtu.be/KrOA1idJyw8


– 1 €
1% - €

Citroen Berlingo, Peugeot Rifter, Opel Combo, Transit Connect, Dacia Dokker, VW Caddy, Nissan NV 200, Toyota Proace

Camper kit prepared to incorporate a fridge of up to 25L in one drawer and water installation 

(optional) in the other drawer. The rear module is prepared for greater storage capacity than that 

of the standard kit. The height of this kit reaches 43cm. 

Description

HPL plywood base with channels 

forthe drawer inserts.

Base with 2 modules

Cajón preparado para guardar el camping 

gas y la instalación de agua con lavabo 

extensible.

Kitchen drawer

Open or closed drawer that can store a

refrigerator of maximum size (width x

height x length) 34,5l x 38H x 66L.

Hollow fridge drawer

Detachable table with stainless 

opening and steel support and 

bases.      

Detachable table

With front and top opening.

2 Trunks

2 folding tables with easy folding 

bracket system.       

Folding tables

It´s main advantage is the easy

disassembly to leave at home if 

not use the kit for sleeping.

Drop-down bed base.



Citroen Berlingo, Peugeot Rifter, Opel Combo, Transit Connect, Dacia Dokker, VW Caddy, Nissan NV 200, Toyota Proace

Camper kit prepared to travel for both a single person and for 2. Unlike the other models, this kit

has the versatility of being able to choose what type of trip you need to do. It is ideal for traveling

one person with a bike, climbing equipment, canoeing or any activity that requires a lot of

storage space. For that, you simply remove the independent module on the right and the bed

base. You have to take into account the height of this kit that reaches 43cm. In this video you can

see more details  https://youtu.be/NhEe1_3Umow

Description

HPL plywood base with channels for the

drawer inserts.      

Base

A kitchen-type drawer and another 

refrigerator type built into the trunk prepared 

for one person to travel. The third drawer 

goes with the removable auxiliary module to 

sleep 2 people.

3 Drowers

Open or closed drawer that can store a

refrigerator of maximum size (width x

height x length) 36l x 38H x 70L.

Hollow fridge drawer

2 folding tables with easy folding 

bracket system.       

Folding tables

The wide part is carried in case of 

traveling a single person. The other part 

of the bed has an easy coupling in case 

of traveling 2 people.

Bed base in 2 folding parts

+1 – 1 € 1% - €

https://youtu.be/NhEe1_3Umow


You can choose any extra when reserving the order of your camper furniture.

Side folding table that can be

mounted in each side of the 

drawers or in both.

Auxiliary Table - € 20

10l or 20l water tank with shower

for 12v cigarette lighter socket

12 V Shower– 80€

Transport case and a gas

cartridge included.

Camping gas – 25€

Water installation with 2

bottles of 10L each, for clean

and dirty water. Stainless steel

battery and 12v tap.

Sink - € 250

Flexible sink with 10L tank, with

12V shower

Folding washbasin - € 170

* Engraving and personalization – the price may vary depending on the design.

Possibility to add an engarving to 

any piece of furniture giving it a 

personalized touch.

Engarving & personalisation* – 30€

Central tap with 2 auxiliary rails to 

close the hole in the living room.

Central tap – 20€

Viscoelastic pillows 70x30, 

breathable made, removable, 

washable, thermosensitive material.

Pillows – 30€ 



–
Varios types of mattress sets are available to choose from, depending on your tastes and preferences.

Good quality mattresses with HR30 

hardness, 10cms thick in 6 pieces. 

Removable and washable covers . 

Mattresses 6pcs – 250€
High-quality mattresses with 3cm memory foam, with HR30 

hardness, 10cm thick in 3 pieces. These mattresses use breathable 

fabric with 2 sides, each side is used depending on the season 

(summer or winter). *only available in 3 pieces

PREMIUM Mattresses – 350€

Good quality mattresses with HR30 hardness, 10cms thick in 3 

pieces. Removable and washable covers 

Mattresses 3pcs– 250€

Option VISCO (7+3) : HR 30 density smooth in 3 or 6 pieces, 7cms foam y 3cms viscoelastic – 300 €



You can simply impress your audience 

and add a unique zing.

Your Text  Here

Click the link below to

help you choosing 

best quality material 

for your camper kit.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=Id5YjJjWPKI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Id5YjJjWPKI


You can choose any combination of wood color and edge.



You can choose any combination of wood color and edge.


